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ABSTRACT
2 9at2-
All of the sine current screening CCFR and sine flux screening core
loss tests have been completed. The square wave CCFR tests at 400, 800,
1600, and 3200 cps have been completed.
The square wave a-c core loss and apparent power at 400, 800, 1600,
and 3200 cps, on all the materials at room ambient temperature and -55°C
have been obtained. The magnetic test results are shown in tables and
curves o
The CCFR calibration traces and test pictures are shown.
The materials tested were Supermendur (magnetic field annealed),
Cubex (regular and magnetic field annealed), Magnesil, Orthosil, Hy-Ra-
80, Square PermaUoy 80, Hipernik V, and Square Orthonol.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this contract is to obtain improved magnetic components for
static inverters and converters.
The magnetic materials, electrical conductors and insulations, and inter-
laminar insulations used in magnetic components specifically will be evalu-
ated.
The literature is to be reviewed for pertinent data on materials for magnetic
components. The environmental conditions to be considered are temperature,
radiation, vacuum, shock, vibration, and noise. Operational conditions are
to include sine wave and square wave excitation in the frequency range of 400
to 3200 cps. The magnetic materials to be evaluated are magnetic field
annealed 49%Co-2%V-29%Fe; doubly grain-oriented, silicon steel (with and
without a magnetic anneal); single grain-oriented, silicon steel; Square loop
79%Ni-4_Mo-17%Fe; and oriented 50%1_-50%Fe. The effects of processing
are also to be evaluated.
The magnetic properties to be measured with square wave excitation are a-c
core loss, a-c apparent core loss, a-c hysteresis, and constant current
flux reset points (T, AT, DAT, SAT). The d-c magnetic properties to be
measured are B versus H curves and d-c hysteresis major loops.
Optimum materials and processing for magnetic components are to be selec-
ted.
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SECTION I I
MATERIAL TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TEST RESULTS
Tables I through VI show the CCFR (Constant Current Flux Reset) properties
of 0.002 inch Supermendur (magnetic fie_l annealed), 0.004 inch Supermendur
(magnetic field annealed), 0.002 inch Cubex (regular and magnetic field an-
nealed), and 0.006 inch Cubex (regular and magnetic field annealed), 0.002
inch and 0.004 inch Magnesil, and 0.002 inch and 0.004 inch Hy-Ra 80.
The 0.002 inch and 0.004 inch Supermendur and the 0.002 inch and 0.004 inch
Hy-Ra 80 were screendd using sinusoldal current at the conditions specified
in Tables I through VI, The cores selected for further testing were screened
on the basis of the highest G, gain, of two out of three cores except in certain
cases where three cores were tested. The selected cores were tested for
CCFR properties using square wave excitation.
In Table VII the screening core-loss tests at I0 kilogausses and 400 cps,
sine flux, are shown for 0.002 inch and 0.006 inch Cubex.
The calibration traces and the CCFR test pictures for toroidal cores in core
boxes are shown in Figures 1 through 6 inch Hipernik V, 0.002 inch Hy-Ra
80, 0.002 inch Magnesil, 0.002 inch Supermendur, 0.002 inch Cubex (mag-
netic field annealed), and 0.002 inch Cubex (regular annealed).
Figures I0 through 225 show the curves for a-c core loss and apparent power
at 400, 800, and 3200 cps with a minimum of eight induction levels checked
at each frequency.
All of the magnetic properties of individual materials can be located as
follows:
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0.002 inch Cubex, Regular and Magnetic Field
Annealed, Toroids
I0 through 33
0.006 inch Cubex, Regular and Magnetic Field
Annealed, Double Window Laminations in
Core Boxes
34 through 49
0.002 inch and 0.004 inch Square Orthonol,
Toroids
50 through 65
0.002 inch and 0o 004 inch Hipernik V,
Toroids
66 through 81
0.002 inch and 0.004 inch Magnesil,
Toroids
82 through 97
0.002 inch Toroids and 0.004 inch Rowland
Rings in Core Boxes, Magnetic Field
Annealed Supermendur
98 through 121
0.002 inch and 0.004 inch Hy-Ra 80 Torids
0.002 inch and 0.004 inch Square Permalloy
80 Tor0ids
122 through137
138 through 153
DISCUSSION
Of all the materials tested for CCFR properties, the 0.002 inch Square
Permalloy 80 showed the highest average G (gain) 10.26 x 10 -5, using square
wave current and the best T(squareness ratio), of 0.99 was exhibited by both
the 0.004 inch Square Orthonol and the 0.004 inch Hipernik V.
The little loops at the tip of the CC FIR loops in Figure 1-6, are caused by
integrator drift during testing.
The erratic changes ingain of the 0.002 inch Supermendur in Table I, espe-
cially Core No. 33, cannot be explained. A recheck of the cores did not
change the test values. The increase in the gain on core No. 79 in Table II
at 800 cps, and the decrease in Bm of cores 1, 3, 4, and 6 at 3200 cps in
Table IV cannot be satisfactorily explained.
The 0.004 inch Supermendur in Table II also exhibited an anomalous behavior
with respect to its gain characteristics.
In Figure 7 the 0.004 inch Magnesil, 0.004 inch Square Orthonol, and 0.004
inch Square Permalloy 80 magnetic cores to be used in degradation testing
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are shown. These were damaged by the failure of the aPaminum orthophos-
phate interlaminar insulation to meet the high annealing temperature (800°C -
ll60°C) required to relieve the stresses created by winding the cores. The
coating of aluminum orthophosphate upon breakdown caused distortion and
welding of the tape cores. The cores were coated heavier than normal to
prevent sticking, but the annealing temperature was too high. The cores
were replaced with new magnetic material, coated with magnesium oxide,
andthen stress relief annealed successfully.
! The calculation of the a-c core loss and apparent power test values werepartially performed by our computer facilities.
!
!
!
!
A Weston Inductronic Wattmeter was obtained in order to provide greater
sensitivity for measuring square wave core loss at high levels and was
used for core loss tests except as noted below.
The core loss on the 0.002 inch and 0.004 inch Hy-Ra 80 and 0.002 and
0.004 inch Square Permalloy 80 were obtained by using a John Fluke Model
102 (VAW) meter instead of a Weston Inductronic Wattmeter, Model 1483,
since the sensitivity of the John Fluke was better for these materials when
measuring low core loss.
The magnetic field anneal of the Cubex material shows an advantage over
regular stress relief annealing in improving the magnetic properties under
both sine voltage and square voltage conditions.
The a-c core loss increases with lowering the test temperature to -55°C
from room ambient temperature.
The core loss curves and apparent power curves have been defined with new
terms to reflect the conditions of square voltage testing rather than sine
voltage testing. The core loss is represented by Pc' sot° reflect the loss
associated with the deliberate distortion of the sinusoida'[ wave form to a
square wave form. The apparent power Pa, sQ reflects average exciting
volt-amperes. Our flux voltage was measured'with a Hewlett-Packard
400 H, Average Reading Voltmeter, rather than the normal average reading
flux voltmeter that has a scale reading 1. II times the average flux voltage.
In square wave testing, the form factor is I. 00. The current was meas-
ured with a Hewlett-Packard, RMS Voltmeter, Model 3400A (true reading
RMS) by using a shunt. The meter has very high sensitivity and fast res-
ponse. However, the actual peak current caused by the fast rise time is
not measured because of the small time interval when the current peaks.
This peak current can create serious problems in components for aerospace
static inverters and converters by causing failures in transistors and over-
loading capacitors.
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SECTION I I I
C ORE DESCRIPTIONS
The material used to make the tape wound toroids was coated with magnesium
oxide for an interlaminar insulation, except for the 0.002 inch Cubex which was
coated with aluminum oxide. The wound tape core has an outside diameter of
3. 890 inches, an inside diameter of 3.256 inches, and a height of I inch.
The Rowland ring lamination drawing is shown in Figure 8. All Rowland rings
were coated with aluminum orthophosphate for an interlaminar insulation.
The double window lamination drawing for 0.006 inch Cubex is shown in Figure
9. The laminations were coated with aluminum orthophosphate for an inter-
laminar insulation.
The cores described above are enclosed in anodized aluminum core boxes with
a glass epoxy insert to provide a break in the electrical path. The cores were
GVB epoxy insulated with a breakdown voltage of 1000 volts. The cores were
silicone oil filled and hermetically sealed by the mechanical and epoxy seal.
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SECTION IV
TESTING PROCEDURES
A fast sweep dual beam oscilloscope with a Polaroid camera attachment will
be used to record the shock impulse and the a-c hysteresis loop in place of a
single trace oscilloscope with a high speed camera to record the a-c hyster-
esis loop only. This recording of data is required in the shock testing of
cores in the program.
The No. 3 position in the noise chamber at North American Aviation will be
used for the acoustic noise tests.
Magnesium oxide was used in place of aluminum orthophosphate for the 0.004
inch Square Permalloy 80 square tape wound cores, the 0.004 inch Magnesil
square tape wound cores, and the 0.004 inch Square Orthonol round tape
wound cores to be used in the degradation testing.
The Bm, maximum induction, for each core for the a-c hysteresis loops is
as follows at frequencies of 400, 800, 1600, and 3200 cps at room ambient
temperature:
Material
Bm_Maximum Induction
(Kilogausses)
2 and 4 mil Hy-Ra 80 7
2 and 4 mil Square Permalloy 80
2 and 4 mil Supermendur 2O
2 mil Magnesil 18
4 mil Magnesil 19
2 and 4 mil Hipernik V 15
2 and 4 mil Square Orthonol 15
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Material
2 mil Cubex, Regular and M_netic
Field Annealed
6 rail Cubex, Regular mud Magnetic
Field Annealed
BmjMaximum Induction
(Kilogausses)
19
15 (minimum)
The induction levels for each core for the a-c total core loss and apparent
power at 400, 800,
as follows:
1600, and 3200 cps and room ambient temperature are
Material
2 and 4 mil Hy-Ra 80
2 rail Magnesil
4 rail Magnesil
2 and 4 rail Square Permalloy 80
2 and 4 rail Supermendur
2 and 4 rail Hipernik V
2 and 4 rail Square Orthonol
2 mil Cubex, Regular and Magnetic
Field Annealed
6 rail Cubex, Regular and Magnetic
Field Annealed
B, Induction
(Kilogausses)
0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, 15, 18
1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, 15, 19
0.6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
1, 3, 5, 9, 12, 14, 16, 20
1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15
1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15
1, 3, 5, 10, 12, 15, 17, 19
1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 12
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SECTION V
GENERAL PROGRESS AND PLANS FOR FUTURE WORK
All of the magnetic lamination material has been received. The metering
sleeve for the 8 millisecond half sine pulse shock test has been received.
The following testing will be completed in the next quarter:
i) The testing of various samples for the effects of factory processing
on the degradation of magnetic properties.
2) The test results of the effects of an exposure to a vacuum of 10-6
torr at 250°C for 1000 hours of the degradation samples as well as
the Rowland rings and blanks.
3) The a-c hysteresis loops and d-c hysteresis loops at room ambient
temperature and -55°C.
4) The d-c magnetization curves will be obtained at room ambient
temperature, -55°C, and 250°C.
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FIGURE 1.
TOP TRACE
B - 50KG TOTAL
BOTTOM TRACE
i ,i
H = 20ersteds TOTAL
Calibration Trace For All CCFR Testing
TOP
A-C Hysteresis Loop,
Square Wave
Excitation
Bm = 15,150KG
BOTTOM
Half Square Wave
Excitation with d-c
Reset
H 2 = 0.203 Oersteds
CCFR Loops, 400 cps
Calibration Traces and CCFR Test Pictures for Core No. 14 of
0. 002 Inch Hipernik V Tape Wound Cores in Boxes at Room
Ambient Temperature
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FIGURE 2.
TOP TRACE
B = 20 KG TOTAL
BOTTOM TRACE
H = 0.50erstedsTOTAL
Calibration Trace For All CCFR Testing
TOP
A-C Hysteresis Loop,
Square Wave
Excitation
Bm =6,789KG
BOTTOM
Half Square Wave
Excitation with d-c
Reset
H 2 = 0.0339 Oersteds
CCFR Loops, 400 cps
Calibration Traces and CCFR Test Pictures for Core No. 23 of
0. 002 Inch Hy-Ra 80 Tape Wound Cores in Core Boxes at
Room Ambient Temperature
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FIGURE 3.
TOP TRACE
B = 50KG TOTAL
BOTTOM TRACE
H = 60ersteds TOTAL
Calibration Trace For All CCFR Testing
TOP
A-C Hysteresis Loop,
Square W_ve
Excitation
Bm = 15,200KG
BOTTOM
Half Square Wave
Excitation with d-c
Reset
H 2 = 0.589 Oersteds
CCFR Loops, 400 cps
Calibration Traces and CCFR Test Pictures for Core No. 28 of
0. 002 Inch Magnesil Tape Wound Cores in Core Boxes at
Room Ambient Temperature
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FIGURE 4.
TOP TRACE
B = 50 KG TOTAL
BOTTOM TRACE
H = 10 Oersteds TOTAL
Calibration Trace For All CCFR Testing
TOP
A-C Hysteresis Loop,
Square Wave
Excitation
Bm --- 20,780KG
BOTTOM
Half Square Wave
Excitation with d-c
Reset
H 2 - 1.01 Oersteds
CCFR Loops, 400 cps
Calibration Traces and CCFR Test Pictures for Core No. 32 of
0. 002 Inch Supermendur Tape Wound Cores in Core Boxes at
Room Ambient Temperature
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TOP TRACE
B = 50 KG TOTAL
BOTTOM TRACE
H = 60ersteds TOTAL
Calibration Trace For All CCFR Testing
TOP
A-C Hysteresis Loop,
Square Wave
Excitation
Bm= 16,700KG
BOTTOM
Half Square Wave
Excitation with d-c
Reset
H 2 = 0.559 Oersteds
FIGURE 5.
CCFR Loops, 400 cps
Calibration Traces and CCFR Test Pictures for Core No. 74 of
0. 002 Inch Cubex Tape Wound Cores, Magnetic Field Annealed,
in Core Boxes at Room Ambient Temperature
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FIGURE 6.
TOP TRACE
B = 50 KG TOTAL
BOTTOM TRAC E
H = 6 Oersteds TOTAL
Calibration Trace For All CCFR Testing
TOP
A-C Hysteresis Loop,
Square Wave
Excitation
Bm= 16,150KG
BOTTOM
Half Square Wave
Excitation with d-c
Reset
H 2 = 0.548 Oersteds
CCFR Loops, 400 cps
Calibration Traces and CCFR Test Pictures for Core No. 80 of
0.002 Inch Cubex Tape Wound Cores in Core Boxes at Room
Ambient Tempe rature
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FIGURE 7.
0. 004" Magnesil
Alkophos Coat
0.004" Square Permalloy 80,
Alkophos Coat
0.004" Square Orthonol
Alkophos Coat
Tape Wound Cores Damaged by Failure of Aluminum
Orthophosphate During Stress Relief Annealing
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FIGURE 9.
1.31
A OT]
Cubex Double Window Lamination Drawing
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SECTION VI
APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS
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AI
B
Bdm
B m
BF
B S
H
Hc
Symbols and Definitions
PART I
i Hc s -
Pa, sq
i Pc -
Pc,
Ph
Pe
_A
_m
_o
Symbols Used in Magnetic Testing
- Normal induction, magnetic induction, or magnetic flux density
- Remanent induction
- Remanence
- Maximum induction in a hysteresis loop
- Residual induction
- Saturation induction
- Magnetizing force, magnetic field strength
- Coercive force
Coercivity
Apparent power, square wave
Total core loss
Total core loss, square wave
Normal hysteresis loss
- Eddy current loss
- Normal permeability
- Incremental permeability
- Maximum permeability
- Initial permeability
WAED 66. 13E-170
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Be Definitions of Terms Used in Magnetic Testing
Coercive Force, H c
The d-c magnetizing force at which the magnetic induction is zero when
the material is in a symmetrically cyclically magnetized condition.
Coercivity, Hcs
The maximum value of coercive force.
Apparent Power, Pa
The power expended in a magnetic specimen in which there is a cyclically
alternation induction, square wave form rather than sinusoidal. (Proposed
definition. )
Core Loss (Total), Pc
The power expended in a magnetic specimen in which there is a cyclically
alternating induction, normally sinusoidal.
Core Lose (Total), Pc, sq
The product of the average exciting current and the applied average volt.
age under square wave conditions in an electrical circuit containing reactance.
(Proposed definition. )
Eddy Current Loss, Normal, Pe
That portion of the core loss which is due to induced currents circulating
in the magnetic material subject to a symmetrically cyclically magnetized excita-
tion.
Hysteresis Loss, Normal, Ph
The power expended in a ferro-magnetic material, as a result of
hysteresis when the material is subjected to a symmetrical cyclically magnetized
excitation.
Induction, Normal, B
The maximum induction, in a magnetic material that is in a symmetrically
magnetized condition.
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Induction, Remanent, B d
The magnetic induction that remains in a magnetic circuit after the
removal of an applied magnetomotive force.
Induction, Residual, B r
The magnetic induction corresponding to zero magnetizing force in a
magnetic material that is in a symmetrically cyclically magnetized condition.
Induction, Saturation, B s
The maximum intrinsic induction possible in a material.
Magnetizing Force (Magnetic Field Strength), H
That magnetic vector quantity at a point in a magnetic field which
measures the ability of electric currents or magnetized bodies to produce a
magnetic induction at the given point.
Permeability, Incremental, _A
The ratio of a cyclic change in magnetic induction to the corresponding
cyclic change in magnetizing force when the mean induction differs from zero.
Permeability, Initial, _o
The limiting value approached by the normal permeability as the applied
magnetizing force, H, is reduced to zero.
Permeability, Maximum, _ m
The maximum value of normal permeability for a given material.
Permeability, Normal,
The ratio of the normal induction to the corresponding magnetizing
force.
Remanence, Bdm
The maximum value of the remanent induction for a given geometry of
the magnetic circuit.
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PART I I
Symbols Used in CCFR Testing of Toroidal Magnetic Amplifier Cores.
I
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I
I
I
AT -
2_ -
B r
B m-B r -
Br
Bm
aB -
AB 0 -
AB 1 -
_B2 -
CCFR -
DAT -
G
Hm
H0 -
HI
H 2
AH -
SAT -
T
Same as H 1
Peak induction or peak flux density
Maximum flux density swing
Residual induction or residual flux density
Squareness
Squareness ratio
Delta induction or delta flux density
Delta induction, fixed
Delta induction, fixed
Delta induction, fixed
Constant current flux reset
Same as ,_ H
Gain
Peak magnetizing force
Magnetizing force, dependent
Magnetizing force, dependent
Magnetizing force, dependent
Incremental magnetizing force
Same as B m
Same as Br
Bm
WAED 66. 13E-1'/3
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l S. Definitions Used in CCFR Testing of Toroidal Magnetic Amplifier Cores.
i Constant Current Flux Reset, CCFR
i
I
i
I
II
This test employs an excitation current consisting of half-wave sine cur-
rent pulses of sufficient and constant magnitude to drive the core flux into posi-
tive saturation. A direct-current magnetizing force of adjustable magnitude is
applied to the core so as to reset the magnetic flux away from positive satur-
ation during the intervals between pulses of excitation current. The resultant
cyclic flux change is measured by means of a sensitive flux voltmeter connected
to a separate pickup winding on the core.
Flux Density Swing, Maximum; 2B m
The maximum flux density swing equal to the absolute total value of
positive and negative peak induction or 2B m. (2B m = 2 SAT)
Gain, G
AB 2- AB 1
I G = AH
permeability.
, a measure of loop steepness in terms of incremental
Induction, Delta (Delta Flux Density): AB
Delta induction is the change in induction (flux density) when a core is
in a cyclically magnetized condition.
i
i
l
I
I
I
I
Induction, Fixed Delta; _lB1, _B0, _B 2
. A B1 - delta induction equal to one third of 2B m, maximum flux
density swing.
1 zi B0 - delta induction equal to one half of 2Bm, maximum flux
density swing.
. A B 2 - delta induction equal to two thirds of 2Bm, maximum flux
density swing.
Induction, Residual (Residual Flux Density), B r
Residual induction is the magnetic induction at which the magnetizing
force is zero while the material is cyclically magnetized with a half-wave
sinusoidal magnetizing force of a specified peak magnitude (This definition dif-
fers from the standard definition which requires symmetrically cyclically
magnetized conditions).
WAED 66. 13E-17.4
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! Induction, Peak (Peak Flux Density), B m
i
i
Peak induction is the magnetic induction corresponding to the peak applied
magnetizing force. The peak induction will usually be slightly less than the
saturation. (B m = SAT)
Magnetizing Force, Dependent; H1, H0, H 2
. H 1 - The d-c reset magnetizing force required to produce a cyclic
change of induction 5 B 1 (H I = AT)
6 H 0 - The d-c reset magnetizing force required to produce a cyclic
change of induction AB 0 (H 0 = AT + 1/2 DAT)
. H 2 - The d-c reset magnetizing force required to produce a cyclic
change of induction _B2 (H2 = AT + DAT)
I
!
I
I
Magnetizing Force, Incremental; _H
The incremental change in magnetizing force equal to H2 - H1.
(AH = DAT)
Magnetizing Force, Peak; Hm
Peak magnetizing force is the maximum value of applied magnet.motive
force per mean length of path of the core.
Squareness; B m - B r
The delta B induction change between the peak induction, Bm, and the
residual induction, B r.
i Squareness Ratio; Br
IB_ = I- (B_BrI= T 1
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PART III
General Definitions of Terms
Acoustic
Pertaining to the science of sound.
Aluminum Foil
Thin aluminum material less than 0.006 inch thick.
Aluminum Strip
Aluminum strip is greater than 0.006 inch thick.
Atomic Ordering
Forming a superlattice which is an ordered arrangement of atoms in a
solid solution superimposed on the normal solid solution lattice.
Base Line Property
Those initial magnetic, physical or mechanical properties that are
normally present at room temperature, i.e. - saturation induction, thermal
expansion, tensile strength.
B.C.C.
Body centered cubic structure.
Bloch Wall
The boundary between adjacent domains of different magnetization vectors
or anti-parallel electron spins in which the electron spins of each atom in the
wall are slowly changed so as to affect the complete change in magnetization
vectors between adjacent domains. The Bloch wall width is determined by the
individual ferromagnetic material and is a discrete width. The energy of the
wall is variable depending upon the angle between adjacent domains and the
crystallographic plane of the wall.
WAED 66' 13E-17.6
Centistoke
I
I
N
A unit of kinematic viscosity.
Critical Temperature
The temperature at which a change in crystal structure, phase or
,physical properties occurs under constant pressure conditions.
Converter
I
I
I
A device which changes or converts a-c current to d-c current.
Disordered Structure
The crystal structure of a solid solution in which the atoms of different
elements are randomly distributed with respect to the available lattice sites.
Domain
A small region, in ferromagnetic materials, where the atomic magnetic
moments are all aligned parallel to one another.
I
I
I
!
Dose (Integrated Flux)
The total radiation exposure to which the specimen has been subjected
(expressed as the number of particles per square centimeter).
Double Window Transformer
A transformer built from laminations from which two square openings
have been punched.
Doubly Grain-Oriented Silicon Steel
I An iron base containing about 3 percent silicon where the phasealloy
that is present (airon) is body centered cubic. The individual re-crystallized
grains of this alloy are oriented such that the cube face plane is in the plane
of the material and a cube edge direction is parallel to the rolling direction.
F.C.C.
Face centered cubic structure.
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Field
The space where an electric or magnetic force is being exerted.
High Vacuum (Space Vacuum)
This term, as used in this report, refers to a vacuum equal to or
higher than 10-6 torr (mm Hg):
Inverter
A device which changes d-c current to a-c current.
Isotropic
Having the same properties in all directions.
Magnetic Field Annealing (MFA)
Annealing a magnetic material in the presence of a magnetic field so
as to align the magnetic domains in a direction parallel to the field.
Magnetostriction
A change in the dimensions of a body when magnetized.
Neutron
One of the elementary particles which, together with the proton, com-
prises the nucleus of all elements. It has no charge.
Ordering Temperature
The temperature at which atomic ordering of different elements occurs.
Proton
One of the elementary particles which, together with the neutron, com-
prises the nucleus of all elements. It has a positive charge.
Resistivity, Electrical, P
Electrical resistivity of a material.
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Rowland Ring
A continuous ring of magnetic material of uniform radial width and
cross-sectional area with no joints or welds. The ratio of its mean diam-
eter to its radial width is ten to one or greater.
Singly Grain-Oriented Silicon Steel
An iron base alloy containing approximately 3-1/4 percent silicon where
the phase that is present is body centered cubic airon.
The individual recrystaUized grains of this alloy are oriented in the
rolling direction such that the cube edge direction and the rolling direction are
parallel. The face diagonal plane is in the plane of the material.
Stress Relief Annealing (SRA)
Heating to a suitable temperature, holding long enough to reduce residual
stresses and then cooling slowly enough to minimize the development of new
residual stresses.
Structure Sensitive Properties
The properties that are structure sensitive in magnetic materials are
permeability (_), coercive force (Hc), and hysteresis lose (Ph)- The factors
that affect these properties are composition, impurities, strain, temperature,
crystal structure and crystal orientation.
Tape
A thin strip of magnetic material a few mils thick which is normally
wound into the shape of a round core.
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ABSTRACT
This report describes the static switch work completed during the first quarter
of NASA Contract NAS 3-2792, Amendment No. 5.
The initial work on static switching consisted of preparing specifications which
were used as guidelines and objectives in the design of direct current and alter-
nating current contactors which are to be integrated into the existing inverter/
converter breadboard system.
The investigation and study of power and control circuits, capable of perform-
ing the outlined requirements, resulted in the preliminary design of the direct
current Inverter Control Contactor/Converter Control Contactor and of the
alternating current Load Bus, Load Control and Tie Bus Contactors. Circuit
schematics and electrical part lists are provided for these designs.
The selected direct and alternating current contactor power circuit designs
resulted after consideration of several different c_nfigurations. A discussion
on these configurations is presented.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The major task of the work statement of this contract amendment is the develop-
ment of controls and system protection for paralleled static inverters and con-
verters for aerospace application. This effort is a continuation of the develop-
ment carried on under NASA Contract NAS 3-2792 Amendment No. 1. Report
No. NASA-CR-54242 covers the major portion of this effort. The first portion
of Amendment No. 5 covers modifications and improvements to circuit devel-
opment which evolved from the earlier work. The specific tasks of Amendment
No. 5 are:
Task V - Modification of Inverter and Converter Systems
Au PARALLELED CONVERTER SYSTEMS
1. Redesign the output windings of the Master Royer Oscillator and/or
the windings of the converter output load current sensing transductor to
limit the unbalance current in the load division protection circuit to
within 10-20% (design goal 15%) of the static converter rated current.
Adjust the load division protection loop circuit to obtain the gain re-
quirements necessary to limit the load division to the above differential
current requirement. In making these modifications, the operating
frequency of the Master Royer Oscillator that supplies voltage to the
transductor circuits may be increased if necessary to obtain additional
sensitivity and gain.
2. Isolate the load division protection circuitry so that when a paral-
leled operating system is de-energized or changed to isolated system
operation, the transition is accomplished without shutting down any of
the converters of the system. The circuit modifications to provide this
capability are to include but are not to be limited to increasing the sig-
nal level and the addition of resistors and semiconductor diodes to each
converter.
3. The overcurrent protection circuits are to be modified to eliminate
nuisance trips and to provide selective tripping for tie-bus faults and
feeder or load bus faults. The circuit modifications are to include but
are not to be limited to two overcurrent sensing levels with two corres-
ponding time constants which are to be coordinated with the overvoltage
and undervoltage circuits.
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Redesign the sensing portion of differential current protection
circuit to provide selective isolation of feeder faults within zone one
for paralleled system operation. The differential current protection
must coordinate with the overcurrent protection circuits to prevent
nuisance operations that will reduce the system's capability to supply
maximum load.
4. Add mechanical switches to each of the existing converter auto-
matic protection and paralleling breadboards to facilitate manual con-
trol of the load division circuits for emergency manual operation of
the paralleled converter system. ..
B. PARALLELED INVERTER SYSTEMS
I
i
B
i
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1. Determine the causes of the frequency instability that occurs
when the frequency reference of one inverter fails and/or any inverter
is deenergized thereby resulting the shutting down of the other inver-
ters in the paralleled system. The circuits are to be modified to
eliminate frequency instability problems in accordance with recom-
mendations based on test results.
2. Provide selective tripping for overcurrents due to load-bus
faults. This work shall include performing tests to establish response
characteristics and modifying time delay circuits to obtain proper
coordination with the established response characteristic.
3. Eliminate nuisance and false tripping caused by noise and other
disturbances on the d-c paralleling bus. This work will include but
is not to be limited to the following circuit modifications; re-routing
critical lead wires, the use of shielded cables, and the use of Zener
diodes and negative d-c bias voltages.
4. The differential current protection circuit is to be modified to
provide protection against line to line faults. The circuit modification
is to include but is not to be limited to the addition of two additional
current transformers to permit sensing and controlling the currents
in each phase of the three phase inverters.
5. Modify the current transformers in the load division current loop
circuits for both the load division control and load division protection
circuits to eliminate the necessity of short circuiting the load division
transformer terminals by means of auxiliary contacts on the main
contactor. This modification is to include but is not to be limited to
the addition of transistor controlled d-c bias currents and bias wind-
ings, which saturate the transformer cores, thereby effectively dis-
connecting the transformers from the loop circuits.
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Co VERIFICATION AND DEMONSTRATION TESTS
1. Existing breadboarded units, i.e., inverter/converter breadboards
and inverter/converter automatic paralleling and protective circuit
breadboa_rds developed are to be tested in paralleled inverter/converter
systems. The purpose of these tests is to verify and demonstrate that
the above modifications have conclusively corrected the described
deficiencies and have not degraded the performance characteristics of
the paralleled inverter/converter systems. Tests are to be performed
and data obtained for operating conditions, loading conditions, and only
the necessary fault conditions to verify and demonstrate satisfactory
operation.
A complete topical report is in preparation at this time and will be issued upon
conclusion of systems testing. It will not be covered separately in this quarterly
report.
The remainder of this contract (Task V I) covers development of static switches
and an annunciator circuit, along with a load programmer study.
The specific tasks of the second half of Amendment No. 5 are:
Task VI - Additional Control and Protection Concepts
A. STATIC POWER SWITCHES
1. Replace all contactors and manual load switches used in the auto-
matic paralleled inverter/converter breadboard systems with static
solid state semiconductor switching devices.
The static switches will use silicon controlled-rectifiers which will be
capable of interrupting 200 percent load and 250 percent short circuit
current after a time period which is identical to the "fault times" used
in the present inverter/converter system. The static switches shall
not degrade present capabilities and operating characteristics with
regard to the reliability and response of the existing paralleled inver-
ter/converter systems. As a design objective the static switches will
approach the efficiency and weight of comparable conventional con-
tactors.
2. Scaling techniques axe to be applied to the static switches and
associated circuitry designs to determine and recommend the types
and ratings of static switches and associated circuitry for operation
in inverters and converters rated at 1.0, 5.0, 10.0 kilowatts. Power
frequency is 400 cycles. Output voltages are to be the same as for
the present inverters and converters.
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There will be a discussion in the topical report covering inverter/
converter input static switch component weight, efficiency, complexity,
and reliability versus input voltage.
ANNUNCIATOR
1. Design a visual annunciator system to indicate operating mode,
static switch position, and the nature of faults for a two channel con-
verter/inverter power system. The following information will be
displayed for each channel.
a. Operating Mode
(1) Paralleled
(2) Isolated
(3) Manual
A lamp will be lighted when either condition exists.
b. Static Switches - A lamp will be lighted when each associated
static switch is energized. There shall be a separate lamp for each
static switch.
c. Fault Indication - Each fault sensed by the control and pro-
tection circuits for the inverter/converter power supplier will be
used to light a lamp. There shall be a separate lamp for each
sensing function.
2. Extension of the annunciator to an n-channel (greater than two)
system will be discussed as part of the topical report.
3. Fault indications shall be operational during the paralleled and
isolated modes but not during manual operation.
4. The circuit components shall be all static devices where appli-
cable but relays may be used if necessary in specific applications and
with the prior approval of the NASA Project Manager.
5. It shall be a design objective that the annunciator design be the
same for the inverter and converter power system.
6. A breadboard unit will be constructed to demonstrate performance
of the inverter/converter annunciator in a two-channel paralleled in-
verter/converter system. Simulated signals may be used to operate
the annunciator during preliminary phases.
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C. LOAD PROGRAMMER
Perform an analysis to determine the requirements for a general type load
programmer that can be adapted to load profiles with four load priorities for
paralleled inverter and converter systems of power ratings from 1 to 10 kw
including the power rating of the present breadboarded systems. The follow-
ing programmer functions are recommended for inclusion in the analysis,
but the analysis is not to be limited to, or by, these functions:
1. Monitor total system load and load sharing to determine and
accomplish the best load distribution among the paralleled units.
2. Establish an adjustable load priority system to be applicable to
various load profiles and for those fault conditions, so that under
fault conditions the programmer will tend to maintain a continuous
flow of power in accordance with the load priority selected.
3. The programmer is to be capable of anticipating overload and
possible faults or failures of critical components in the system and
to provide remedial corrective action, i.e., power cut-back, power
redistribution, or the shutdown and scram of either loading or power
inverter/converter units to alleviate the anticpated fault condition.
The anticipatory circuits may operate on the basis of thermal, power,
voltage, and current measurements.
D. TESTS
1. The breadboarded inverter/converter paralleled systems are to
be tested and demonstrated in conjunction with the static pOwer switches
and the annunciator systems. Sufficient data is to be obtained and re-
corded to verify satisfactory operation under various loading, abnormal
operation, and fault conditions.
E. RELIABILITY
1. Prepare reliability estimates for automatic paralleled and pro-
tected inverter and converter systems operating in conjunction with
static power switches and the annunciator system.
In accordance with established work schedules, the major portion of this part
of the contract, performed through the first quarter, has been devoted to the
study and design of static switches. The remaining report will be devoted to
this area only.
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SECTION II
GENERAL INFORMATION ON STATIC SWITCHES
Mechanical contactors have been used in aircraft and missile electrical sys-
tem applications and the electrical industry in general for many years. These
electromagnetic contactors with their moving mechanical contacts possess
certain inherent limitations as circuit interrupters. These limitations, gen-
erally speaking, include susceptability to contact contamination and pitting
resulting from use in hostile environments associated with inductive system
parameters. In severe environments of mechanical shock and vibration and
low pressures of a vacuum the design of the electromechanical contactor be-
comes demanding. When requirements of fast response, repeated cycling,
minimum contact bounce, long life, and high reliability are included these
specifications become difficult to attain with mechanical contactors. •
The semiconductor controllable switching devices, with associated circuitry,
have made itpossible to duplicate the electromagnetic contactor action without
the use of moving parts. The application of these switching devices into a
static contactor can provide the features which make the mechanical contactor
design difficult or altogether impossible. Therefore, use of static contactors
can eliminate some of the principal disadvantages of electric power control
accomplished with mechanical switchgear.
Although the potential features of the static contactor are impressive it also
has some shortcomings. The primary disadvantages of the static contactor,
compared to its electromagnetic counterpart, are the higher contact voltage
drops, the need for special attention to semiconductor device cooling and the
lack of comparable fault capacity for a comparable size and weight. Gener-
ally speaking, the static contactors can be expected to be less efficient, weigh
more, and occupy a greater volume than the mechanical contactors. Also,
in its open condition, the static contactor does not provide complete electri-
cal isolation between the line and load as obtained by an electromagnetic con-
tactor where the circuit is mechanically interrupted. A leakage current will
flow which may be from a few microamperes to several milliamperes depend-
ing on the characteristics and rating of the selected switching device.
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STATIC CONTACTOR SPECIFICATIONS
A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
It is the primary purpose of this program to demonstrate the feasibility of
using static contactors to replace the mechanical contactors used in the static
inverter/converter electric power system developed on NASA Contract NAS3-
2792. Solid-state devices such as transistors, controlled rectifiers, and
gate-controlled switches can be used as the electric power conducting contact
in the design of static contactors. The semiconductor power device selected
for the contactors in this program is the silicon controlled rectifier because
it is available with the highest voltage and current ratings of the usable de-
vices and because it will permit implementation at the least cost.
To provide the initial basis for the design of the static contactors some funda-
mental requirements and specifications will be considered. These are pre-
sented below and shall be used as design objectives and guidelines.
1. The static contactors will provide maximum impedance in the
open condition and minimum impedance when closed.
2. The contactors will provide a snap on and off action similar to
mechanical switchgear.
3. Electric isolation will be provided between the actuating signal
and the load.
4. Contactor operation will provide the ability to re-cycle on a fault
and be opened after receiving the appropriate signal.
5. After the contactor has been opened because of a system fault,
reclosure will not result automatically.
6. The introduction of static contactors in the system will not
degrade system performance or produce effects which result in new
problems or incompatibilities.
7. The contactors will be required to function and meet the fault
test conditions considered in the inverter/converter electric power
system developed on NASA Contract NAS3-2792.
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8. The contactors will be designed for operation at atmospheric
pressure and room ambient temperature. No other environmentals
will be considered and only electrical tests will be performed. Electri-
cal components shall remain within their temperature capabilities by
free convection and radiation cooling.
To identify the mechanical contactors and switches to be replaced with static
coniactors, a simplified block diagram of the existing inverter/converter
electric power system is shown in Figure III-1. In the existing system, the
Inverter Control Contactor (ICC)/Converter Control Contactor (CCC), the
Load Bus Contactor (LBC), and the Tie Bus Contactor (TBC) are electro-
magnetic devices which are opened or closed by electric signals. The block
in Figure III-1 shown as the LCC is presently a knife switch which is operated
manually. A manually operated switch was used in this system location be-
cause in the earlier NAS3-2792 contract, secondary load protection and its
immediate associated considerations were deferred.
The design philosophy of control and protection for the present electrical
power system applies to a number of N paralleled inverter/converter sub-
systems but for demonstration purposes has been limited to the two sub-
systems. The application of static contactors to this system will use these
same considerations.
Generally, faults can appear in any location of an electrical power system
from the energy source to the end point of load utilization. Consequently,
the contactors must be rated accordingly. In single or isolated subsystem
operation, the ICC/CCC, LBC, and LCC are rated for a one per unit steady
state load capacity, plus normal overloads, with a fault capability as determined
by the inverter/converter current limiting characteristic. In the general case
of the paralleled inverter/converter system, the LBC, LCC, and TBC must
be rated to permit the conduction of current from the overall paralleled system
for faults which occur within the subsystem. The fault power ratings of these
contactors, therefore, are a function of the number of paralleled subsystems,
with the LBC and TBC rated identically to account for a fault which may result
such as at point A in Figure III-1.
The fault power rating of the LCC, in paralleled system operation, is greater
than the LBC and TBC because of faults which could occur at point B in Figure
III-1, resulting in current from its associated power source and the overall
system through the TBC. The rating of the ICC/CCC is the same for parallel
operation as it is for single subsystem operation.
Faults and fault protection in the existing system were restricted, during
earlier contract work, to the inverter/converter output side. In addition,
with the use of a knife switch in the LCC location, faults essentially were not
considered between the switch and the load and protection was not provided to
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FIGURE I I I- 1. Paralleled Inverter/Converter System Block Diagram
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isolate the load from the subsystem° Therefore, the static contactor for this
program will be designed for faults which will be limited to a zone from the
output side of the inverter/converter to the system tie bus and up to the inverter/
converter side of the LCC. This fault zone is shown enclosed by dotted lines
in Figure III-1.
In the given two inverter/converter subsystem the power ratings of all the con-
tactors considered are the same for parallel system operation as for single
subsystem operation. Therefore, the static contactor power ratings for the
LBC, LCC and the TBC, for this two parallel inverter/converter program,
are equal and with the exception of the converter system TBC are identical to
each other in their respective systems. The difference between the converter
system TBC and the identical designs of the converter LBC and LCC is that
the TBC must provide for bilateral power transfer while the LBC and LCC are
designed for unilateral power transfer. Although all three of the contactors,
on the converter output, will use the same electrical components, the TBC
will use an additional silicon controlled rectifier contact, with its control cir-
cuitry, to permit the flow of power from the paralleled output bus to its assoc-
iated subsystem load.
In the general case, the converter LBC should also provide bilateral power
transfer, similar to its electromechanical counterpart, for fault clearing such
as point A in Figure III-1. The present converter system differential protection
circuit sensitivity however, dictates that the LBC should be unilateral to pro-
vide the desired system isolation for faults which occur at this location. Uni-
lateral power transfer was provided with the mechanical contactor, for purposes
of expediency, with a series blocking diode in the power circuit. With unilateral
power transfer provided by the static LBC, the series blocking diode can be
removed.
S. VOLTAGE AND CURRENT SPECIFICATIONS
The inverter/converter normal system voltages and currents and the system
abnormal currents which the static contactors must withstand and open are
shown in Tables III-1 and III-2. The design philosophy regarding the silicon
controlled rectifier contact current is to provide a steady state capability of
two times rated inverter/converter system current and 250 percent short-
circuit current. The contactor design selection for a short-circuit capability
of 250 percent, with fault times in excess of those necessary for integrated
system protection, is compatible with the inverter/converter steady-state
current design limitation of 150 percent.
The controlled rectifier contact voltage will be rated for a minimum of two
times the highest voltage it is likely to see during operation.
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TABLE III-1. Converter System Static Contactor
Current and Voltage Specification
I
i
I
I
I
I
i
!
I
System Rated Voltage (volts, avg. }
System Rated Current (amps., avg. }
Normal Overload Current, 125%
5 Minutes (amps., avg.)
Maximum Short Circuit Current
Steady State, 150% (amps., avg. )
Maximum Duration Short Circuit
Current (milliseconds)
Maximum Peak Transient Current
(amps.)
Design-System Rated Current,
200% (amps. avg.)
Design-Short Circuit Current,
Steady State, 250% (amps., avg. )
Design-Short Circuit Time
(milliseconds)
CCC LBC TBC LCC
28+2 153i5 153_5 153_5
40(a) 4.9 4.9 4.9
50 6.13 6.13 6.13
60 7.35 7.35 7.35
600 600 175
312 (b) 24 (b) 24 (b) 24 (b)
80 9.8 9.8 9.8
100 12.3 12.3 12.3
1000 1000 1000 1000
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(a)-
(b)-
This value taken at 26 volts input from Parallel Inverter and Con-
verter Operation and Improvements in Transformers Contract
NAS3-2792, Third Quarterly, Figure 30.
These values calculated from isolated converter system fault test
oscillograms with direct line to ground faults in converter output.
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TABLE III-2. Inverter System Static Contactor
Current and Voltage Specification
System Rated Voltage
(volts, L-N, rms, 400 cps)
System Rated Current
Camps, line, rms, 400cps)
Normal Overload Current, 125%
5 minutes Camps., rms)
Maximum Short Circuit Current
Steady State, 150% (amps., rms)
Maximum Duration Short Circuit
Current (milliseconds)
Maximum Peak Transient Current
(amps.)
Design-System Rated Current,
200% (amps., rms)
Design-Short Circuit Current,
Steady State, 250% Camps., rms)
Design-Short Circuit Time
(milliseconds)
ICC (a) LBC TBC LCC
28±2 115±6 115+6 115±6
40 2.18 2.18 2.18
50 2.73 2.73 2.73
60 3.27 3.27 3.27
215 215 175
312 (b) (c) (c) (c)
80 4.36 4.36 4.36
100 5.45 5.45 5.45
i000 500 500 500
Ca) - The ICC requirements are identical to those for the CCC given in
I
I
I
I
I
I
_)-
(c) -
Table III-l. The currents and voltages for the ICC therefore, are
average values with exception of the transient current which is a peak
value.
This value calculated from isolated converter system fault test oscil-
logram with direct line to ground fault in converter output.
Test data not presently available. To be determined during future
system tests.
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SECTION I V
STATIC CONTACTOR DESIGN
Fundamentally the static contactor is made up of two parts, a power circuit
and a control circuit. The power circuit, consisting of a switching device,
permits the conduction of current from the source to the load when activated.
The control circuit provides the necessary turn-on and turn-off requirements
upon response from input signals. The input signals are provided when the
following conditions exist:
1. Current is demanded at the load
2. Current is no longer required by the load, and
3. When abnormal electric power system operation prevails in a
protected zone.
Although other electrical components are capable of a switching action, the
contactor designs for this program have been limited to the silicon controlled
rectifier. The following discussion presents the characteristics of this device.
A. CHARACTERISTICS OF POWER SWITCHING DEVICE
The qualities exhibited by the silicon controlled rectifier include extremely
high forward and reverse blocking voltages which are in excess of 1300 volts
with typical peak leakage currents of 2 microamperes to 10 milliamperes at
a junction temperature of 25°C. The higher voltage rated controlled recti-
fier devices have lower leakage currents for a given forward current rating.
Voltage transients in the forward direction, and to some extent in the reverse
direction, that exceed the rated blocking voltage are protected by the inherent
characteristics of the device. Overvoltage in the forward direction will cause
the device to break down into the conducting state, and if the rate of change
of current and peak current is limited, the device suffers no ill effects.
These quantities can be controlled in practical circuits. The circuit, however,
must withstand this breakdown conduction.
The main destruction mechanism of a controlled rectifier is excessive current
density in the forward direction. This is tempered with the relatively high
short time overcurrent ratings of the device, typically 5 to 8 times the peak
rated repetitive current rating of the device.
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The silicon controlled rectifier is capable of being turned on with a 1 to 10
microsecond pulse. Turnoff time is 5 to 25 microseconds. The device has
a 1 to 1.5 volt forward drop and a maximum junction temperature rating of
125°C.
The major disadvantage of the controlled rectifier is its recovery mechanism.
The device is controlled by its gate lead when it is required to switch from a
blocking to conducting state, but the gate lead no longer has control when the
controlled rectifier is conducting.
The direct current contactors of this application must use forced commutation
means to regain the blocking state while the alternating current contactors
can rely on natural commutation. The forced commutation process requires
high surges of energy in the power circuits, as provided by reactive energy
storage elements. Thus, the controlled rectifier turn off components tend to
be large and bulky.
B. CONVERTER SYSTEM CONTACTOR CIRCUIT CONSIDERATIONS
The design of the converter system static contactors requires consideration
of a direct current system only. The following is a discussion of the power
circuit configurations investigated for this program.
1. D-C Static Contactor With Capacitor Turn-OFF
A fundamental contactor circuit which uses capacitor forced commu-
tation turn off of the controlled rectifier contact is shown in Figure
IV-1. The operation of this circuit is as follows. Supply voltage V
is applied to the load by application of a turn-on signal from gate to
cathode of silicon controlled rectifier SCR1. With SCR1 conducting,
capacitor C is charged to the supply voltage, less the voltage drop
across SCR1, through resistor R. The left plate of the capacitor is
charged with a positive polarity. To turn SCR1 off, removing the
voltage from across the load, SCR2 is turned on. This connects the
negative side of capacitor C to the anode of SCR1. This reverse
biases SCR1 momentarily resulting in turn off. Capacitor C now
becomes charged to essentially supply voltage with a positive polarity
on its right plate. Controlled rectifier SCR2 continues to conduct
at minimum current through R. When SCR1 is turned on again, with a
signal from gate to cathode, the circuit reverts to its original state
with SCR2 turned off after being reverse biased by capacitor C.
The disadvantage of this circuit is that, momentarily, two times
supply voltage is applied across the load when SCR1 is commutated.
This is undersirable since twice the present voltage would be applied
across the inverter switching transistors of the existing inverter/
converter with this circuit used for the ICC/CCC.
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FIGURE IV-1. D-C Static Contactor With Capacitor Turn-Off
I
I
I
+
SCRI CRI CR2 SCR2
I -- R
I
FIGURE IV-2. D-C Static Contactor With Resonant Circuit Turn-Off
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2. D-C Static Contactor With Resonant Circuit Turn-Off
A contactor power circuit which eliminates the load voltage rise objec-
tion of Figure IV-1 is shown in Figure IV-2. With exception of the
addition of inductor L and diodes CR1 and CR2, the circuit configuration
of Figure I V-1 and I V-2 are identical.
The circuit operates as follows: With SCRI conducting, voltage is
applied to the load and capacitor C 1 is charged to the supply voltage V
less the voltage drop across SCR1. The leftplate of the capacitor,
therefore, is at a positive polarity. To turn SCR1 off, SCR2 is turned
on. This provides a path for C 1 to discharge resonantly through SCR1
or CR1, SCR2 and L. The discharge current is one alternation of a
sine wave. Until the capacitor discharge sine wave current reaches
the magnitude of the load current, the effect of the discharge is to reduce
the current through SCR1. When the capacitor current reaches and ex-
ceeds the original value of SCR1 load current, the excess current flows
through CR1, reverse biasing SCR1, turning it off. Capacitor C1 now
completes its charge to the supply voltage, less the SCR2 voltage drop,
with a positive polarity on the right plate. The capacitor cannot dis-
charge again because CR1 and SCR1 are blocking. Controlled rectifier
SCR2 continues to conduct through resistor R. To revert to the original
state, with SCR1 conducting, SCR1 is turned on and capacitor C1 dis-
charges through L, SCR2 or ca2, and SCR1. This turns SCR2 off,
and SCR1 conducts current to the load.
The objection to this circuit, as presented, is its inability to open when
closed onto a short circuit. When a system short-circuit fault occurs,
the converter output voltage will droop and essentially attains a zero
value because of the current limiting characteristic of the inverter/
converter. Should this fault persist after the contactor has been opened
the first time, the contactor will not open again if it is closed. The
reason for this is that with the immediate depression of the converter
output voltage to essentially zero, the capacitor C1 cannot become
charged. Although SCR2 can be turned on, by the appropriate signal,
SCR1 cannot be turned off and therefore will continue to conduct until
it or some other system equipment is destroyed by fault current.
Two contactor circuits capable of overcoming this discrepancy are
discussed as follows.
3. D-C Static Contactor With Resonant Circuit Turn-Off Capacitor
Initially Charged
Contactor circuits of Figure IV-3 and Figure IV-4 provide a means of
initially charging commutating capacitor C1 prior to the time SCR1 is
turned on. Figure IV-3 is the same as Figure IV-2 with the exception
that SCR3 has been added to the power circuit in series with SCR1 and
WAED65.50E-16
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FIGURE IV-3. D-C Static Contactor With Resonant Circuit Turn-Off
Capacitor Initially Charged
I SCR1 CR3
CR1 SCR2
I D-C
CONTROL _VBUS SC 1t3| ' ,
CR2
LOAD
Cl L
R1
R
FIGURE I V-4. D-C Static Contactor With Resonant Circuit Turn-Off
Capacitor Initially Charged
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the load. When SCR1 is turned on, it will charge capacitor C 1 through
L and R. After a time delay, which is a function of R2 and C2, SCR3
turns on applying voltage to the load. Controlled rectifier SCR1 turn-
off occurs as discussed for the circuit of Figure IV-2. Controlled
rectifier SCR3 turns off naturally when the current through it decreases
below the holding current because of SCR1 turning off.
The disadvantage of this circuit is the increase in steady state power
losses to twice that of Figure I V-2. For this reason, this circuit will
not be discussed further.
The power circuit selected for the ICC/CCC, shown in Figure IV-4, is
basically that of Figure I V-2. Its operation is as follows. With SCR2
and SCR3 off, capacitor C 1 is charged through CR3, L, and R from the
d-c control bus when a momentary turn-on signal is provided for SCR1.
Capacitor C1 completes its charge, with its left plate positive, before
SCR1 is turned on because of a time delay in the SCR1 gate to cathode
control circuit. If the contactor has not closed on a short circuit, the
voltage across the load will be normal and the initial charge on capaci-
tor C 1 will be maintained by conduction of diode CR2. Without diode
CR2 capacitor C1 could, with extensive load operation, lose its initial
charge through self leakage.
To turn SCRI off, because of a fault or normal system shutdown, turn-
on signals are provided simultaneously to SCR2 and SCR3. The turn-
off operation is then the same as discussed for Figure I V-2. Con-
trolled rectifier SCR2 continues to conduct minimum current through
R. Controlled rectifier SCR3 turns off naturally after C1 charging
current ceases. The capacitor is now charged with its right plate at
a positive polarity. This charge is maintained through the high re-
sistance path provided by R1. To return to the original condition, with
SCR1 conducting, SCR1 is turned on. Prior to SCR1 turning on, a d-c
control bus voltage of 26 to 30 volts is connected in series, through
CR3, with C1, L and R. The instantaneous potential at the cathode of
SCR2 then becomes the sum of the control bus voltage and the voltage
across capacitor C1. This reverse biases SCR2, resulting in turn-
off.
C. CONVERTER SYSTEM CONTACTOR DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit schematic for the ICC/CCC, is shown in Figure I V-5.
Free wheeling diode CR4 has been added across the load side terminals L1
and L2 of the contactor to provide a path for circulating inductive currents
when the contactor is opened. The electrical component and circuit selection
for the LBC and LCC will be identical to each other but will not be identical
to the ICC/CCC. The control circuit components for the LBC and LCC may
be identical to the ICC/CCC; the power circuit parts will differ, however,
because of the larger current rating of the ICC/CCC and the difference in
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circuit configuration. The TBC, providing bilateral current conduction, will
use the electrical parts of the LBC and LCC.
Since the operation of the power circuit was described in Section I V. B. 3., the
following discussion will be limited to the description of the control circuits.
In addition, because the control circuits for turn-on and turn-off are basically
the same, only the turn-on circuit will be discussed. The principal difference
between the two control circuits is in the pulse transformers which show a
single secondary for the turn-on configuration and two isolated secondary
windings for the turn-off configuration.
The control circuits consist of unijunction transistors operating in a relaxa-
tion oscillator mode. With the input to the turn-on circuit momentarily con-
nected to the direct voltage control bus, capacitor C3 starts to charge through
resistor R5. After a time delay, which has permitted C 1 to become charged
through diode CR3, the voltage across C3 reaches a potential which causes
the unijunction transistor UJT2 to conduct through the emitter to base 1 cir-
cuit. This provides a pulse to transformer T2 which causes SCR1 to conduct.
The controlled rectifier gate pulse continues until the discharge of capacitor
C3 reaches a reduced voltage which causes UJT2 to cut off. Capacitor C3
is then charged again to a potential which causes UJT2 to conduct. The cycle
is repeated and will continue as long as an input signal is provided. When the
control circuit is initially energized, the current through the pulse transformer
is in a direction which places a reverse voltage on the gate to cathode of SCR1.
The design of the Inverter Control Contactor/Converter Control Contactor
(ICC/CCC) has been completed according to the circuit configuration of Figure
IV-5. The parts list for this design is presented in Table IV-1.
Do INVERTER SYSTEM CONTACTOR CIRCUIT CONSIDERATIONS
There are several possible power contact arrangements which can be used to
make an alternating current static contactor with controlled rectifiers alone
or in combination with diodes. Figure IV-6 illustrates these configurations
showing a single phase arrangement only for each representation. The
selected circuit will be made up in a three phase configuration for the con-
tactors of this program.
The circuits of Figure IV-6 (a), (c), and (d) offer inverse voltage protection
to the controlled rectifiers inherently through the use of diodes. In the for-
ward direction voltage transients of sufficient magnitude could cause forward
random or intermittent breakdown conduction unless adequately protected
by auxiliary components or the controlled rectifiers are selected with
forward voltage breakdown ratings in excess of the transients. On the
other hand, if the voltage and associated current transients are not in ex-
cess of the maximum SCR ratings, and if the load circuit can withstand the
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TABLE IV-1. Parts List for Static ICC/CCC
Identification
Resistors
R1 100 ohms • 1/2%, 25W
1t2, 8 10Kohms± 5%, 0.5W
R3, 4 2 in parallel-200 ohm ± 2%, 2W
R5 51K ohms ± 5%, 0.5W
R6, 7 1Kohm
Capacitors
C 1 100 _fd, 200 VDC
C2
C3
C4, 5
Diodes
CR1, 4
CR2, 3
0.22 ufdi 5%, 200 VDC
1.0 #fd + 5%, 200 VDC
0.1 _fd ± 5%, 200 VDC
12A, 100V
1.6A, 200V
Unijunction Transistors
UJT1, 2 2N2646
Part Number
19C8220-21
909C790-10
19C7558-4
909C790-38
909C790-91
G.E. Cat. No.
28Fl103
908D109-18
908C109-2
908D109-14
Type 1N1200A
Type 1N1220A
909C808-7
Qty/Contactor
1
2
4
1
2
i
1
1
2
1
2
2
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Identification
SiLicon Controlled Rectifiers
SCR1 ll0A RMS, 100V
SCR2, SCR3 35A, RMS, 150V
Pulse Transformers
T1
T2
Inductor
L1 3ph
Part Number
G.E. Type
C55A
Type 2N684
Sprague
35ZM930
Pulse Engrg.
Inc. 2231
(W) EM K5-0001
Qty/Contactor
1
2
1
1
1
I
I
I
I
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l (a) SCR With Paralleled Diode
I
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l (b) SCR's Paralleled Back-to-Back
l
,
l (c) SCR's In Series Opposition With Paralleled Diodes
I
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(d) SCR Within Diode Bridge
FIGURE IV-6. Controlled Rectifier A-C Switching Circuits
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breakdown conduction transient, the controlled rectifiers will not be damaged
by this conduction and circuit operation should not be impaired. The dis-
advantage of the configurations of Figure IV-6(c) and (d) is the multiple series
forward voltage drop of the two and three semiconductor devices, respectively,
with their associated power losses. These circuits, therefore, will not be
considered for this program.
The circuit configuration of FigureIV-6 (a), although offering the advantage of
reduced SCR gate control complexity, is not applicable to loads With a grounded
neutral since half wave rectification would result. Therefore, the controlled
rectifier contact arrangement to be used in this application is that of Figure
IV-6{b). With currently available controlled rectifier reverse voltage ratings,
inverse voltage transients should not be a problem with this selected circuit.
The use of controlled rectifiers in alternating current applications, unlike that
of application in direct current circuits, does not require energy storage turn-
off components. Controlled rectifiers used in an alternating current circuit
will cease to conduct naturally on the first current zero after the removal of
the gate to cathode signal. It therefore becomes necessary for the control
circuit to provide a gate signal to the controlled rectifiers each time the
alternating phase sequence provides a condition With the anode potential more
positive than the cathode. To eliminate the possibility of phase control, it
also becomes necessary for the gate signal to be available as soon as the
anode polarity starts positive. This signal must be of sufficient duration to
permit the anode current to become greater than the SCR holding current.
This condition must be provided with inductive loads where the current lags
its respective voltage.
E. INVERTER SYSTEM CONTRACTOR DESCRIPTION
The direct current ICC/CCC, which is common to both the converter and in-
verter systems, was described in Section I V. C. and therefore will not be
discussed further in this section.
The complete circuit schematic for the alternating current LBC, LCC, and
TBC is shown in Figure IV-7. These contactors will use the same electrical
components since their power ratings are identical. The operation of this
circuit is as follows.
The power circuit static contacts consisting of controlled rectifiers SCR1
through SCR6 are connected back-to-back in pairs, in series with the three
power lines between the power source and the load. With the d-c control bus
energized with a potential of 22 to 30 volts, a regulated voltage of 15 volts is
provided by resistor R31 and zener diode CR21. This regulated voltage is
applied to a Royer Oscillator. The controlled rectifier gate drives are sup-
plied by this free running oscillator which provides electrical isolation be-
tween the contactor control and power circuits. The oscillator, which has
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FIGURE IV-7. Alternating Current Inverter System Static Contactor Circuit
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been described in the literature, is made up of transistors Q1 and Q2, satur-
ating transformer T1, voltage spike suppression diodes CR13 and CR14,
feedback winding diodes CR16 and CR17, and starting resistor R19.
Isolated signals, resulting from the rectified oscillator square waves, gate
the controlled rectifiers from six separate windings using rectifier diodes
CR1 through CR12, current limiting resistors R7 through R18, and wave
form shaping capacitors C 1 through C6. With the oscillator running and line
voltage applied, the static contactor will be closed. When the oscillator is
shut down, gate signals are not provided to the controlled rectifiers SCR1
through SCR6 therefore, conduction ceases, line current is blocked, and
the contactor is open.
The control logic for the contactors consists of a bistable Schmitt trigger
which is composed of resistors R20, R23, R26, R28, and R29, capacitor C7
and transistors Q3 and Q4. When control bus voltage is first applied to the
contactor, transistor Q4 conducts through resistors R23 and 17,28, after being
forward biased from base to emitter by a voltage provided by resistors R20,
R26 and R29. With Q4 on transistor Q5 will be off, and transistor Q6 will be
on. Transistor Q6 with diodes CR15 and CR18 short circuit CR16 and CR17
and the base to emitters of the oscillator transistors Q1 and Q2. This Causes
the oscillator to remain in a shutdown condition and consequently the contactor
is open.
When a turn-on signal is applied, transistor Q3 is forward biased through
resistors R25 and R27 and zener diode CR19. With transistor Q3 conducting,
Q4 is turned off. This results in Q5 turning on since it is forward biased
through resistors R23 and R30 and zener diode CR20; consequently Q6 turns
off, causing the oscillator to run and the contactor to close. Since the turn-
on signal is applied momentarily, feedback resistor R22 is provided to main-
tain transistor Q3 of the Schmitt trigger conducting.
when a turn-off signal is applied, because of normal system shutdown or a
system fault, transistor Q4 turns on after being forward biased through re-
sistors R21 and R29. Transistor Q3 and Q5 will turn off and Q6 is turned
on since it becomes forward biased from base to emitter through resistor
R24. With Q6 conducting, oscillator operation ceases and the contactor
is open. The contactor will remain opened until it is closed by a turn-on
signal.
The design of the inverter system alternating current LBC, LCC, and TBC has
been completed according to the circuit configuration of FigureIV-7. The
parts list for these designs is presented in Table I V-2.
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TABLE IV-2.
Identification
Resistors
R1, 2, 3, 4,
R7, 8, 9, _10,
R13, 14, 15,
17, 18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
R31
Capacitors
C1, 2, 3, 4,
C7
Parts List for Inverter System Static LBC, LCC, and TBC
Part Number
Qty/
Contactor
5, 6
11,
16,
12
100 ohm + 5%, 0. 5W 909C790-1 6
2 in Ser. 15 + 5%, 0.5W 909C790-15 12
10 ohm + 5%, 0. 5W 909C790-66 : 6
100 ohm + 1%, 5W 21C9972-9 1
20 K + 5%, 0. 5W 909C790-37 1
43 K + 5%, 0.5W 909C790-44 1
41 K_39K+ 5%, 0.5W 909C790-12 1
(2 K _-5%, 0.5W 909C790-20 1
10 K + 5%, 0.5W 909C790-10 1
2.6K _IK + 10%, 0.5W 909C790-91 1
_1.6-K+5%, 0.5W 909C790-96 1
51 K + 5%, 0.5W 909C790-38 1
24 K + 5%, 0. 5W 909C790-23 1
47 K + 5%, 0.5W 909C790-40 1
470 ohm + 5%, 0.5W 909C790-65 1
13 K + 5%, 0.5W 909C790-25 1
47 K + 5%, 0.5W 909C790-40 1
I0 ohm+ I%, 50W 19C8414-15 1
5, 6 0.5_fd_+ 5%, 200VDC 908D088-21
0.22 _fd+ 10%, 200 VDC 908D088-28
6
1
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TABLE IV-2. Parts List for Inverter System S_tic LBC, _LCC,andTBC (Cont.)
I
I
I
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I
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Identification
Diodes
CRI thru CRI2 IN645, 400 Ma at
25°C, 225 V
CRI3, 14 33V, 3W
CRI5, CRI8
CRI6, CRI7
CRI9, CR20
CR21
IN645, 400 Ma at
25°C, 225V
IN1202A, 12A, 200V
8.2V + 5% at 50 _a,
400 MW
ISV, 50W
Transistors
QI, Q2
Q3, 4, 5, 6
2N3442, 10A, 140V
2N2102, 1A, 80V
Silicon Controlled Rectifiers
SCRI thru SCR6 35A,
Transformer
RMS, 800V
Part Number
906D976-1 12
Unitrode
Type UZ733 2
906D976-1 2
906D609-10 2
938D392-7 2
Motorola
50M15Z I
929A091-1 2
914F298- 2 4
Type 2N692 6
(W) T1 1
Qty/
Contactor
I
I
I
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